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CONCEPTUALDESIGNFOR A FAST NEUTRON IONIZATION
CHAMBERFOR FUSION REACTORPLASMA DIAGNOSTICS

W. C. Sailor andCris W. Barnes
Los Alamos NationalLaboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545 USA
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ABSTRACT of gas at STP will have a -0.3 GHz rate of ionization
events. The fill gas should give both high electron drift

A conceptual design for a radiation-hard"pointing" speed and good stopping power. The emphasis of this
fast neutron ionization chamber that is capable of paper is on simulations of collimator performanceusing
delivering a 1 MHz countrate of T(D,n) events at ITER the code MCNP8 and detector response using a
is given. The detector will use a ~1 cm3 volume of modificationof thecode of Sailor, Prussinand Derzon.9
CO2 fill gas at 0.1 barpressure in a 500 V/cm electric
field. The pulse widths will be ~10 ns, enabling it to II. DETECTORDESCRIPTION

operate in a flux of-6x1013 DT n/cm2/sec. A special
collimator design is used, giving an estimated angular The detector consists of six small ionization
resolution of 4.5 degrees HWHM. chambers that are collimated so that they view only 7%

of the total DT neutron flux, or 4x1012 n/cm2/sec. An
I. INTRODUCTION efficiency-area product per chamber for events crossing

discriminator threshold of 8x10"8 cm2 gives the desired
The International Thermonuclear Experimental net count rate. The detectors are of annular shape,with a

Reactor (ITER) is a worldwide effort to construct a 1 mm radius anode, 2 mm radius cathode. The length is
reactor that operates at nearly 100% on the D(T,n) 10 cm and the pressure 0.10 bar CO2. An alternative fill
reaction. The reactor conceptually has an major and gas is CF4. At ITER,where a 14 MeV neutron flux of 4

minor radiusof 6 m and 2.2 m, respectively, and a total x 1012 n/cm2/sec is expected (after collimation), the rate
DT so_rce strength of 3.5x1020 n/see. In order to at which combined elastic and inelastic scatters will
observe the behavior of short (-ms) time-scale occur, (with their typically ~1 barn cross section) is
instabilities in small (~0.1 m3) volume of plasma, we about 40 MHz. The discriminator level is set so that

envision a 14-MeV neutron detector placed 0.5 m from only the large pulses from heavy ion recoils will trigger
the outer wall thatoperates at 1 MHz. the detector. Light particles are produced by other

reactions, but their low stopping power produces small
Ionization chambers have been used for neutron pulses within lhe fill gas. Some carbon and oxygen

detection formany years,1 and its use as a fast, radiation reactionsarelisted in Table I below:

harddetectorfor fission reactor measurements2 and high
energy physics research3 has grown. The theory and Table I. Some Important Neutron-Induced Reactions at
practiceof these detectors are well documented4,5 and 14MeV IncidentEnergy10
they offer increased radiation resistance versus, e. g.,
scintillating fibers6,7 For high-speed counting, small Reaction DA.gg¢.ll Carbon
detector dimensions and a low-pressure fill gas must total 1.6 barn 1.3 barn
used. The total 14 MeV neutronreaction cross section elastic scatter 1.0 0.80
for any nucleus that is found in candidate fill gases is inelastic scatter 0.5 0.26
about 1 barn, meaning that a detector that holds 1 cm3 (n,c0 0.1 0.07

(n,p) 0.05 0.001



nucleushas a shorter average tracklength. The signals
Driftspeedsof 7xlO6 cm/sec and 13x106cm/sec are from ct panicles, with theirlow comparable energy loss,

possible in CO2 and CF4, respectively, based on a are of little importance in this detector. The angular
compilation of experimental data.11 This would require resolution of the bare ionization chamber can be
an applied potential across the 1 mm cathode/anode gap approximated as a gaussian with o - 12.8".
of 50 Volts for CO2 or 25 _¢o,s for CF4. The
electrons will be swept away in 14 ns and 8 ns in the

two c_ses. For the heavy ions we assume the primary _ 1.2E-07'
energy loss mechanism is by ionization, 12 giving H 1.0E-07"
about 4 fC of free electronsper MeV of slowing within
the fill gas. 13 The current pulse is then about 400 nA = 8.0E-08' eV threshold

for a 1 MeV energy loss, without requiring \ \
multiplication.The positive ion drift time is about 10-' _ 6.0E-08' _\

longer,giving a contributionto the baseline current. __ 4.0E.08.
g;I
¢g

III. NEUTRON RESPONSE OF DETECTOR '0 2.0E.08,

Our simulations have been limited to the case of 0.0E+00 a J _
pure CO2 fill gas, but the results can be considered to 0 10 20 30 40
hold qualitiatively for the CF4 fill gas as well. The Angle,degrees
processes simulated in the code of Sailor, Prussinand Figure 2. The angular resolution functions can be
Derzonare the scattering fromoxygen and carbon nuclei, approximatedas a gaussian with s= 13°. It is desiredto
C(n,a) and O(fi,a) reactions, charged particle slowing havean efficiency-areaproductof about 8x10"8cm2 at O°.
and wall or anode interactions and energy dependent

ionization. The electrons liberatedby ionizationproduce _alumlaum
holder

an amplitude in proportion to the fraction of the full / __ _ ionization ChAmber
potential they fall through. We have considered a 14 / (o.,Im'r I _

MeV flux of neutrons incident on a single detector and
calculated the probability that neutron interactions will
lead to an event crossing a discriminatorthreshold.

_1_ Polyethelyene_ _ nn'_., n/ul_ed

Collimator

"_ gle, degrees

90! \,,v -,_ , '""l'. _ Figure 3. The detector/collimatorconcept, with the sixThereholders.: ionizationchambersplaced into aluminum
are open holes parallel to the collimator axis exposing

1E-_t.0 0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.3 threeof thedetectors.The otherthreeholesare plugged.Discriminatorlevel,MeV
Figure1. Efficiency-areaproductof detectoras a function
of incident14 MeV neutronangleand discriminatorlevel. The conceptualdesign of the detector/collimatoris
Neutronsarrivingfaroff-axis have a lowerprobabilityof shown in Figure 3. The ionization chambers are set
producinglarge pulse-heightevents, into blocks of aluminum. The uncollided DT neutrons

arrive axially. In this design the collimator holes are
Theefficiency-areaproductfor incidentDTneutrons 1.75 cm in radius. There are six ionization chambers in

is given in Figure 1 as a function of discriminator the collimator,arrangedin a circularconfiguration. The
level and in Figure 2 as a function of angle. The collimator is 9.1 cm in radius and 35 cm long. Of the
signalsare producedmostly by recoil nuclei, wherethe six holes for collimation, three are plugged with
mean energyloss is about 1 to 1.5 MeV/cm. When the polyethylene. The discriminator output for the three
anode/cathode gap (here 1 ram) is small, the largest chambers thathave holes are fanned-in together and the
pulsesareproducedby on-axis neutronsthat scatteratan three that have plugs are fanned-in together. It is the
angle near 180°. If the incoming neutronsenter at an difference between these two discriminator-crossing
angle off-axis, the efficiency drops because the recoil rates that is the netcount rate.
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is calculated to be 1.0xl0 "5 cm2, neglecting any
In MCNP, a model source at nominally 200 cm charged-particle producing interactions in the

was moved it back and forth horizontally, resulting in a construction materials, giving a mean value of rx = 0.4
calculation of the efficiency-area product versus angle, due to the uncollided flux. The total rate of DT
Included in the calculation is the effect of the angular- interactions in the detector, however, will include DT
dependence of the probability that the signal will cross a neutrons that have scattered in the collimator or in other
0.72 MeV discriminator, as taken from Figure 2. room materials and may be as much as five times higher

The angular efficiency functions, shown in Figure 4, than the uncollided flux. The mean number of
cancel each other out almost perfectly at angles greater simultaneous pulses in the detector is then rx < 2.

than 10°, giving a net angular resolution is 4.5 °
HWHM. Such an angle provides resolution of-.10% of A simple pileup calculation was performed. The
the minor radius of the tokamak. Note here that path was taken that facilitates the use of convenient

because there are three detectors adding together to functional forms for the pileup rate equations. We take
produce the net signal (after subtracting the other three the pulse height distribution of events not crossing
detector's signals) the on-axis efficiency-area product is threshold to be a gaussian with a mean and a standard
three times that for a single detector. Also shown is the deviation of oc. The number of events occurring
case of the sum of three bare detectors, minus simultaneously in the detector is taken as a gaussian
collimator. The angular dependence to the response is with mean rx and standard deviation _rx. The rate at
due to wall effects. The directionality of the bare which the discriminator, set at a threshold H, will
detector allows use of a much more compact collimator trigger from pileup is given by:

to achieve spatial resolution of the neutron emission

1 erfc_ (H/oc)
profile. (1) Rp = x

which is proportional to the area under the gaussian
2_E-07 curve above the threshold. From this equation, we have

"g a pileup count rate of Rp < 3 Hz, which is
_ 2.0E-07 insignificant. More extensive calculations of this type

are possible, but they are not believed to be warranted

_.._ 1.SE-Ir/ because of the uncertainties in the true background
-U intensity and pulse height distribution.

I I.OE.I_

V. CONCLUSIONS

• 5.0E-08 The detector will produce 1000 net counts every l
_ msec, which should be good for temporal/spatial D(T,n)

@ 0.0E+00 reaction rate measurements. The electronics will be very
0 10 20 30 simple and the detector and collimator promise to be

angle of incident DT neutron, degrees lightweight and portable. Prototype testing has been
Figure 4. Detector response versus incident angle of the performed with a scintillating-fiber detector/collimator
detector/collimator system, including a 0.72 MeV
discriminator setting. The difference between the over this last year. 14 At ITER, this prototype detector
countrates in the open and the plugged holes is the net probably could not be used because the radiation damage
countrate. The angular respons.e of the bare ionization would limit the amount of time a fiber detector could be

chamber is also shown, placed near the reactor. The small ionization chamber

IV. PILEUP can provide a radiation-hard replacement for the fibers.
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